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A giant ferret looms Godzilla-like 
over a village of tiny ice fishing 
huts. They stand, two-dimensional 
flat cutouts, clustered together and 
overlapping against the stark white 
backdrop. As I walked past Artcite 
during their Shelf Life show, Leesa 
Bringas’ installation caught me 
through the window. I had to see 
more, to examine what looked like 

delapidated mini houses under siege by a giant rodent. 
Bringas’ ice huts form a rickety community on her shelf, 
a community at risk from a furry invader. In her original 
ice hut photos, taken in Northern Ontario, the structures 
stand solitary against vast stretches of sky, ice and snow.  
I’m pleased to feature Leesa Bringas’ work in this issue of 
offSIDE. Her project literally cuts out and re-contextualizes 
her photography in an unexpected way for the gallery 
space, contrasting the flat huts with hyperreal taxidermy. 
 While offSIDE may not be hanging in any galleries 
(how could we? we’re online!), and I don’t count taxidermy 
among my skills, we have undergone a complete re-design 
for our March issue. Our new site, offsidezine.wordpress.com, 

offSIDE is an e-magazine operated by Black Moss Press, a Canadian 
publishing house in operation for more than 40 years. offSIDE publishes 
poetry, fiction, non-fiction and photography with a taste for innovation. 

Send submissions to offsidezine@gmail.com.

Produced in cooperation with the University of Windsor English Department
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3has been receiving lots of hits (and at least half of them aren’t me, I promise). We have new easy viewing options available for our 

current issue as well as our entire archive, in both downloadable .pdf format and online through issuu.com.
 This month, we have a preview of Mary Ann Mulhern’s upcoming poetry collection Brides in Black, a sequel to her popular 
book The Red Dress. Mulhern, a former nun, takes readers back into the convent, and follows the sisters who stayed, and those 
who left. At risk of descending into a slew of nun-related puns (breaking the habit, anyone?), I’ll move on and leave her interview 
to speak for itself. If ice fishing and cold convent halls are a little too chilly for you as we approach the spring, we have a preview 
of Terry Ann Carter’s forthcoming Black Moss book Day Moon Rising to transport you to warmer climes. Carter’s poetry revolves 
around her work in Cambodia, bringing the country’s landscape and history into focus through lyric and haiku.
 Closer to home, as a frequenter (and co-promoter, for full disclosure) of TOAST Open Mic Poetry, I was excited to 
give our intern Victoria Galea the assignment of interviewing host Josh Kolm. I tend to creep into Phog Lounge about halfway 
through the monthly TOAST reading series, and am always impressed by the number of people Kolm draws out to each event. 
He doesn’t even usually mention my post-roller derby practice stench as I sign up for my reading slot, and has yet to ban me for 
heckling him. His casual approach to the mic, bantering with the audience between readers, and his visible investment in the 
readings really keep people coming back. We’ve got an interview with Kolm about his TOAST duties, as well as a couple poems 
from the host himself, so grab a drink and pretend you’re at Phog while you read. Better yet, head down to Phog, order a pint and 
read us via wifi. See, you can take offSIDE anywhere!
 More poetry, more poetry. Jeeze Kate, do you ever publish any fiction? (Actually, yes, last issue!) In January’s edition 
of offSIDE, intern Jared Pollen asked Jenny Sampirisi if she thought poetry was dead, the last refuge of modern poets being 
academia or rock and roll. Clearly, we’re on board with Jenny’s rock and roll response: poetry is still very much alive, and we’ve 
got work from Kevin Shaw and Amanda Earl to prove it. 
 If you want to see your work (even fiction!) in offSIDE send it to us at offsidezine@gmail.com. We can’t guarantee we’ll 
publish it, but we can promise we’ll read it. Surprise us. Make us laugh. Impress us with a bold cup of coffee and a documentary 
about fonts. As always, let us know what you think of this issue, our new design, our new website, or, if you have nothing to 
say about any of those topics, tweet us about the meal you ate at Denny’s last night. We’re on Twitter (@offsidezine) and we 
recommend the whole wheat pancakes. 
 Until next issue, stay warm and keep reading offSIDE (it’s habit-forming).   

Kate Hargreaves
Managing Editor, offSIDE

we left each other, as one leaves behind the local paper.  pg. 25
offSIDE’s 
mouthful 

of the month: 
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4 I See A Day Moon Rising: Terry Ann Carter in Cambodia

Day Moon Rising, Terry Ann Carter’s fourth collection of poetry, encompasses the struggles and hopes of Cambodia. 
She seamlessly combines haiku and lyric poetry, providing a humbling and inspiring look at the history of Cambodia 
and the nation’s attempt to rise above its hardships. The University of Windsor publishing practicum class, who are 
working closely with Terry Ann on this publication, had a chance to sit down with her to chat about her writing, her 
travels, and how she brings the two together in Day Moon Rising. 

offSIDE: What inspired you to put this collection of poetry together? Who and what were your inspirations?

Terry Ann Carter: I was inspired to write Day Moon Rising by the beauty and grace of the people of Cambodia. My 
travels there have shown me a culture and a people of great sustenance. I was also inspired by my travels in Cambodia 
to see the culture and grace of a beautiful people. I am privileged to spend time with them and to be working in the 
country, to be a part of their culture, and I can’t wait to return. I am very pleased to have this collection published by 
Black Moss Press.

O: What image do you see when you think of Cambodia?

TAC: Day Moon Rising is a 
collection of poetry that is 
trying to paint a picture of the 
natural landscape, the beauty 
of Cambodia. The plants, the 
natural life, the basho leaves, 
even the human elements that 
I see in the villages and the 
marketplaces.
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TAC: The writing process for me is a period of hunting and gathering long before I ever get to the page, before I 
am on the computer or before I am actually writing my ideas down. When I travel, I carry a notebook with me in 
my knapsack. I am constantly looking about. I am trying to record what I see, what I taste, what I hear in a notebook 
that’s going to be used later for a place for me to create my poems. The haiku poetry that I write is a very simple kind 
of poetry. The lyric poetry uses metaphor. I extend the language; I’m actually playing with language a great deal. The 
other point that I’m always trying to reach in my haiku is the “ah-ha” moment: that moment that kind of cracks me 
open. That moment that I want to set down in very simple language. 

O: You’ve been working closely with students from Marty Gervais’ editing and publishing courses. Are you 
enjoying the experience?

TAC: When my manuscript was initially accepted by Black Moss Press, I was absolutely thrilled. I had reservations 
however about working with students; I had never done this before. I had always worked with older editors at 
established presses and I didn’t know how it was going to work with university students. What I discovered was an 
absolute joy. What they taught me first of all about my own manuscript—what I needed to take out, how I needed 
to pare it down—they were wonderful teachers. And I think I thought I taught them as well, so it was a wonderful 
learning experience; it was a great time, and I think we’re still learning from each other.

O: How can students and teachers benefit from Day Moon Rising?

TAC: I am very excited that there is going to be an  educational component to this book. If I were a high school 
teacher right now I would be so wanting to see [the forthcoming Day Moon Rising teaching] guide to help me inform 
my student about the work, the cultural backgrounds, the history of Cambodia, all of the kinds of references that are 
going to make the poems much more accessible.
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TAC: I am trying to actually paint a portrait of Cambodia. I am doing it with haiku and with lyric poetry. I am very 
excited that this is a mainstream publishing house that has accepted the haiku in its work. I’m hoping that readers will 
understand what a beautiful art form haiku is. Sometimes pages and pages of lyric poetry cannot come close to what a 
short three lined haiku can do. And conversely, sometimes I need the longer poems to move out into my imagination 
and to look at the landscape in a very, very different way. I am very excited about both forms. I am hoping that 
readers see that as well.

O: A portion of the proceeds from this book are going to the Tabitha Foundation. Can you tell us about it?

TAC: The Tabitha foundation was organized by a Canadian, Janne Ritskes, who lived in Ottawa and has worked 
in global outreach before she went to Cambodia. I was very privileged to meet her some years ago and through my 
travels it became very clear to me that this was the organization that I wanted to join. I came home and I began to 
work with the silk products, the cottage industry in community sales, high school fairs, and I learned that when I sold 
products I was actually helping families keep their young daughters out of sex trades in South East Asia. As a woman 
I was very compelled to do what I could. Years later, I did more traveling. I have been on house building teams, I 
have looked at the building of wells, I have seen people move from a very difficult, challenging life to something of a 
sustaining future. It’s very, very strong, good work and I’m so privileged to be part of it. 

O: How much of an impact do you think Tabitha has made for Cambodia?

TAC: In 1994, Tabitha helped 17 families. In 2011, the outreach was a quarter of a million citizens of Cambodia that 
were being assisted by Tabitha’s savings programs. When I hear from the staff in Phnom Penh that those who live 
in the rural areas are able to save first of all for very small items, pots and pans, and then maybe later a pig or a goat, 
maybe a bicycle. All of these things are lifting these Cambodians into a more sustainable living, giving them back 
their independence. 

Interview transcribed by Samantha Alfini, Jaclyn Klapowich, Sylvia Pham, Kristina Storey, and Laryssa Brooks.
Check out Day Moon Rising online at daymoonrising.wordpress.com or follow @TerryAnn_Carter on Twitter.
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Incense smoke drifts, spins. Unravels
in the air scented with sandalwood,
sliced ginger. Lobby of the Golden Gate Hotel

No. 8, Street 278, Phnom Penh.
Beneath a basho leaf a hundred spiders
move slowly on their threads.

Grenade parts, AK 47s, photocopied girlie
mags in the Russian market. Stacks of silk.
Prostheses.

Turning mid-air
a flock of starlings.
Under a yellow umbrella, two monks

glide off the curb. Stop to light incense
at the spirit house on the corner
between the gas station and the foreign

book store. A small ceremony of remembrance.
At this moment my mind swings
like a Nikon 84.

At This Moment
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When I say here:
I mean the ringing
of a Buddhist bell.

Light opening a red camellia.
Bones of children buried in killing fields.
Day moon rising.
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white bones
of something small
ants crawl in and under

village path
a red and white krama left
on the bicycle
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BRIDES IN BLACK
Mary Ann Mulhern

It’s a cold February day. Mary Ann Mulhern wears her staple deep red blazer as she sits 
down with members of the University of Windsor publishing practicum, who have been 
working hard on the publication of her next collection. Originally from St. Thomas, 
Ontario, where she grew up playing between the gravestones of Holy Names Cemetery 
grounds, Mulhern now lives in Windsor. She has been writing for ten years, and will release 
her newest book Brides in Black, with Black Moss Press next month. 

offSIDE: What would you like readers to take from your book Brides in Black?

Mary Ann Mulhern: I want readers to take a bird’s eye view of life in a convent and the value 
of this way of life that has been our history in Ontario and other parts of the world for a 
very long time. These were dedicated women who had a mission and a great deal of that 
has changed dramatically because of the declining numbers of people entering convents in 
North America. Older sisters have taken on a different type of mission now that they are 
no longer in charge of hospitals and educational systems. I also want people to take away 
that anyone who left the convent as I did had a very great struggle in adjusting. We had to 
overcome financial instability, figure out what it is to have a relationship. In the convent 
friendship was forbidden. You had to work with that and remake yourself to come up with 
an identity that works in the modern world. From my own life story I would like people to 
know that I have been successful and other sisters who left the convent have been successful. 

O: What was the most memorable interview with a former or current nun? 

MAM: One was with a sister who remains a sister. She wanted to know more about what 
women thought of themselves and she said if they do not understand who they are then they 

Brides in Black: Talking to Mary Ann Mulhern
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and looked at women in the Bible. She looked at people like Delilah and Jezebel. She recognized that the stories of these 
types of women are always read on Sundays. So what is the impression? That women are tricksters, sinful and out to get men. 
She then went back into the Bible and looked at faithful women like Rebecca, Sarah and Judith the war hero and saw that 
Oh! those stories were read only on weekends when the cathedrals were empty. She set her mind to having that framework 
of liturgy changed so that these stories could be interchangeable. If women think of themselves as sinful, as seductive, as 
tricksters then they don’t have the confidence to seek promotion. If men think of women that way than that is even worse 
because they tend to be in a position of power. One memorable interview of a woman that left was a sister who had entered 
when she was very young and when she left the convent years later she might as well have been on another planet. She had 
no understanding of money, relationships or common social dimensions such as ordering a drink or food at a pub. She went 
into a car dealership asking for a yellow car! She left with 1800 dollars and thought she was wealthy but it didn’t cover first or 
last month’s rent. She’s done well, she’s fine, but it took a long time to enter back into mainstream society. 

O: Why did you first decide to enter the convent? 

MAM: My reason to enter the convent was mostly logical. I really thought that it was the very best life I could live at the 
time. Also, I was experiencing grief about the death of my very best friend, who was really like a sister to me, who had died 
in a car accident. After eight years of this existence, however, I realized rather profoundly that it was just not for me. When 
I tried to envision walking down the chapel aisle and pronouncing vows of perpetual poverty, chastity and obedience I knew 
that I could never do that. The vow that bothered me the most was chastity. 

O: What are your hopes for Brides In Black? 

MAM: I am really hoping that Brides in Black will be as successful or more so than The Red Dress. I’m hoping that there will 
be interviews like [the one I had promoting The Red Dress with] Mary Hines on CBC’s Tapestry. It would be nice if that were 
repeated! Also I am hoping that readers see that over the last 40 years there have been incredible changes both for people 
who stayed in convents and for people who left. People will recognize that the struggle continues, especially within the 
Catholic Church. 

Interview transcribed by Emily Abbott. Check out Brides in Black online at bridesinblack.wordpress.com or follow @MaryAnnMulhern on Twitter.
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breasts torso hips vagina legs
evidence of womanhood
hidden beneath robes of religion
sister john paul
sister augustine
sister michael francis
sister st. gregory
high school principals
hospital directors
university department heads
long before betty friedan and gloria steinem
freed women from kitchens nurseries bedrooms
nuns
scented with signs of manhood
scrubbed faces framed in linen
small feet shod in oxfords
entered forbidden worlds
their male names
engraved on glossy office doors

power of illusion
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sister sarah ann
keeps losing weight
her superiors suspect pride
delusions of sainthood
a failure who must leave
on the late night train
she stares into a mirror
blotchy face already creased
brown hair scissored to the scalp
cheap wrinkled suit
three sizes too large
she is an orphan
an outcast with a suitcase

baggage
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fifty elderly nuns board the last bus
from their convent of four hundred rooms
esther assists with the move
their journey leads
to a nursing home
a tent in the desert
uncertain temporary
foreign to old women
esther feels the stare
of failing eyes
questions escape
through tinted glass
did i waste my life
should i have left
how do i breathe
in tatters of a remnant
patterns faded frayed
left too long in the dark
how could this happen
to brides of christ

convent for sale
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15Scoping the Ice Huts

The Photography of Leesa Bringas
Leesa

Bringas

is a practicing 
visual artist 
working in 
the areas of 

photography, 
installation, mixed 

media, video, 
and is interested 
in notions about 

house and home. 
She recently 

completed her 
MFA degree 

with her thesis 
exhibition 

Temporarily Home 
at the University 

of Windsor 
School of Visual 

Arts. As an 
ongoing project, 
she will develop 
her work about 
ice fishing huts 
in and around 

Sudbury, Ontario.

I moved north from Windsor to Sudbury in 2010 and experienced my first real northern winter. The weather was 
consistently cold (think -15o C and colder) and with this cold, the landscape was temporarily transformed over 
3-4 months. The city’s lakes freeze and extend the shoreline for many kilometers, providing the opportunity to 
drive onto the ice with a trailer and set up ice fishing huts. 
On my first walk on a frozen Lake Ramsey, I wandered around in awe that I could physically walk on the frozen 

surface. I know 
it sounds odd, 

but down south 
in Windsor, the 

surface of the 
Detroit River 
never freezes 
as it’s a quick 

moving body of 
water (and the 

only large body 
of water I lived 

close by for most 
of my life). This 
awe extended to 

the notion that 
heavy trucks, 

snowmobiles (or 
snow machines, 

as they call 
them up north), 
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supported by the ice. As for 
the ice fishing huts, I was 

taken by the materials used 
to create many of them. 

Many of the materials 
have been reused from 

houses such as: old doors, 
windows, wood and vinyl 
siding, chipboard, vapour 

wrap, etc. I liked the 
idea of these huts as an 

extension of a house and 
home, if only for a brief 

period of time.  
I photographed a number 
of ice fishing huts in early 
2011 from various angles. 

During this period, I 
was presented with an 

opportunity to create an art 
work as part of Artcite Inc.’s 

Shelf Life exhibition in 
March 2011. I was inspired 

to create Scoping the Ice 
Fishing Huts, a diorama which captured the awe and magic I felt while wandering around the white frozen expanse looking at ice fishing huts. 

For this artwork situated on a wall shelf, I used many of the photographs I captured while out on the ice, and carefully cut out the huts of 
various sizes—from .25” to 5”—using a sharp blade. I combined them with an old ermine taxidermy mount I acquired a number of years 
ago and a few wooden miniatures of objects found in or around the huts, such as a wood stove. I also crafted a small fishing rod, line and lure 
(made of a pieces of wire and thread). The line hangs through a small drilled hole the white wood shelf, imitating a fishing hole drilled in the 
frozen ice. Scoping the Ice Fishing Huts is a small but intricate work, where I hope the viewer loses themselves in the scattered perspectives.
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Kolm
is the Lance 
arts editor, 
CJAM radio 
personality, 
and most 
recently, host of 
TOAST Open 
Mic Poetry, a 
monthly event 
held at Phog 
Lounge in 
Windsor. Since 
taking over 
poetry open mic 
hosting duties 
from JUICE 
poetry night 
founder Tamara 
Kowalska, 
Kolm has 
hosted several 
successful 
TOASTs.

by offSIDE intern Victoria Galea

offSIDE: You are a writer yourself; when and 
why did you begin writing? 

Josh Kolm: I began writing when I was a child, I 
remember when I was in grade three, the class was 
required to participate in weekly creative writing 
activities. There was one particular theme where I 
drew a T.V. rocket which would go super fast. That 
rocket showed up in other writings of mine and I 
realized that I had a ridiculous imagination and that 
I just enjoyed writing.

O: After Tamara Kowalska announced she was 
retiring what made you decide to take on the 
responsibilities of hosting what was then the 
JUICE Poetry Open Mic?

Tamara did not really “retire;” she just had become 
very busy. I had been participating in the Juice 
Open mic for about a year and in November 2010, 
Tamara announced that it was her last open mic 
and that anyone who was interested should go and 
talk to her after the show. At the end of the night I 
made a b-line for Kowalska and said “I’ll do it.”

Cheers to TOAST!
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JK: I felt that since Tamara was no longer the host that the name should change to separate it from Juice. There 
is no particular reasoning for choosing the name TOAST. For two weeks after taking over the Juice Poetry Open 
Mic, I had brainstormed names for the show and decided on a one word name relating to food, TOAST.

O: Why does TOAST allot a five minute maximum read per person, as opposed to allowing the speaker 
as much time as they require?

JK: Before the first TOAST night, I thought that there should be a fixed amount of time and for the first TOAST I 
decided that a five minute read would be mandatory. I remember one time when there had been an individual who 
read for forty-five minutes and no one in the crowd was paying attention. People hog the mic, it’s as simple as that.

O: What is the hardest part of hosting TOAST?

JK: It is trying to get people to come out to the event. I feel that organizing the event is easy: there are a lot of 
days to choose from to have the reading at Phog but to get new people to come out and participate is a challenge. 
TOAST used to be the first Wednesday of the month and due to exams and midterms there were not as many 
people showing up, so I try to run the TOAST to correspond with what is going on at the university to have more 
people join TOAST.

O: Since taking over TOAST what are the biggest changes that you have noticed?

JK: There have been a lot more students attending TOAST, which is great. The first TOAST had the largest 
amount of people to attend, which was about 20 readers. Typically we have 10 to 15 readers. 
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JK: I began TOAST wanting to have established poets come to the readings but I found that most poets have 
readings booked through their publishers. There have been some special guest readers such as Windsor local, 
Vanessa Shields, author of Laughing through a Second Pregnancy. Most of the poets that read are known or are 
regulars. We did host one event with the graduate program at the University of Windsor which brought some new 
people to TOAST. 

O: How would you like to expand TOAST?

JK: I would like to see a larger audience, I don’t want to necessarily expand TOAST but, entrench, let people 
know it’s there for them.

O: You currently are running a Facebook page for TOAST, have you thought of expanding into any other 
branches of social media? 

JK: I like to remind people personally. The great thing about having so many of the readers being local or in the 
Detroit area is that getting the word out about TOAST happens naturally and that’s sort of nice. I do tweet the 
events but to have a Twitter site for TOAST would be redundant since they do happen frequently. 

Taking on the role of host of an already established poetry open mic has been a challenge for Kolm but within a few months of 
becoming the host he has already established TOAST by getting new participants and larger audiences. TOAST provides a 
local outlet for people to come out and perform their poetry. Be sure to attend the TOAST this month on World Poetry Day, 
Wednesday, March 21st as usual at Phog Lounge. For more details check out TOAST Open Mic Poetry on Facebook.
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Stop-punching concrete
Back-horse-stomping dumpsters
and blue plastic recycling curbys
for paper, and cans, and bottles,
then paper again, then cardboard, then cans again
and concrete and concrete and concrete
and pulling my hair
and using my head
and then the screw breaks off. The teeth, the corkscrew, the grip,
lodged in, but the head detached

And the cork board drops
and then flyers fly up,
hinged to the brown, yellow, beige, flakes
barely together, separated and divided
but holding
hinging falling papers
not cracking, just fallen.

Fallen behind the blue plastic recycling bins
One third behind paper, two-thirds behind “containers.”
Ambiguous containers, container to hold containers.

Tell Me
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I stop my punch so I don’t hurt myself
but I lean and pull my hair
stomping
pulling my hair like strings,
attached to my eyes
over-closing them.
So hard.
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His hands full, pressing through the door, backwards, he walks 
into the corner of the table, bruising the back of his thigh and 
cutting it a little. He half-curses, inhales and holds it instead to 
block the pain. The lights are on, and he is wearing his glasses, 
and he knew the desk was there. Its drawer slides open, and he 
slams it shut with his knee. Untucks his shirt (why was it tucked?), 
steps over the arm of his chair and drops in. He eats his pancakes 
he was so excited about a moment ago and so proud of himself 
for making. The itchy sore he sits on fades but it has ruined his 
mood, and he ignores his phone vibrating in the same leg’s pocket.

Charlie’s Horse
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Shaw

is from London, 
ON. He is 
currently an 
MA student 
in English at 
the University 
of Windsor. 
His poetry has 
appeared in 
The Malahat 
Review, the 
online project 
Still Blue: More 
Writing By 
Working Class 
Queers, and is 
currently on 
London city 
buses as part of 
Poetry in Motion.

The terminal made us both familiar,
nationals of nowhere, and both suspect.
We drank together in the airport bar,
pitching pints, delimiting our prospects
at twenty-five. That Joe from Ireland,
right pissed and ready for take off. He said
he crossed an ocean to see his girl in
Montreal, and his queer mate had yet to bed 
a man, and wasn’t that sad and love strange? 
We turned over our lives just as tabloid
pages thumbed before departure. Changed
to starkness of newsprint, our lives void
of private matters. Then, we left each other,
as one leaves behind the local paper.  

Layover
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This is my fault.
Like a dog, I feel the change coming
and move like a man would if he could wag,
I say “love” too often and press my ear
to the linoleum when you’re not here.

The landscape we’ve civilized with furniture  
and take out cartons remains unsettled 
at the core. Here we are
comparing answers to Jeopardy!
while some lusty moraine upends 
the country we’ll discover at midnight.

I’m leaving and you know it. Deep down, 
you might say, where the truth has its own resonance
not for telling on the Richter scale. The trepidation 
of an overlong laugh, and the water in the glass—
how it rises briefly then holds it own against 
the disturbance.    

Geology
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He strokes wet cement with legs as long as oars. 
We’re walking one behind the other but I’m caught 
in the wake of him. What letter of stroke 
would walking be? An “I” stroke, obviously. 
I bob beyond him, portly as a life preserver 
flung out to sea, to see his legs as long as oars. 

My steps hail, flat feet plunked 
in deepening puddles, but his steps elide, 
each foot the other, and his legs long like oars do 
for the water. 

He wears an Old Navy sailor’s sweater: 
horizontally grey and Royal blue, hint of undershirt 
a cirrus cloud at the hem, precipitating 
a torso and legs as long as oars. 

As he walks, the sweater rises and sets 
with the lifting and letting of buttocks. 
Every step a shadow, every other step 
the moon.

Walking
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excerpts from ghazals

xxxviii

i rip out the gazebo bricks with my fingernails
send you envelopes full of mortar and red dust

i am reading Nabokov’s butterflies
have my own theories on why they vanish

i can still remember every song you played1

i crush moonstones and lightning

to make a luminous paint on a yellow canvass
i am a caterpillar with carnivorous dreams

1 Emmylou Harris, paraphrase of the lyrics from the song “Road on Hard Bargain”
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xxxiv

here lies the emaciated corpse of a drifter
frozen face down in a ditch used for rotten fruit2

i offer you my scarred imperfect body
the first purple crocuses of spring

there is a space between your cupped hands
the moment when the air touches your skin

lips, tongue, ears, muscles and blood
carpe diem

2 Sans toit ni loi/Vagabond, a film by Agnès Varda
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xxxv

i am an abandoned hair dryer in Bosch’s garden3

each rose petal touched and licked and fucked

if i speak of perfumes i have never smelled
or acts i have no more than conjured

please don’t think me a hypocrite4

or do, the pleasure is yours

i am seduced by lies and good liars
in Quebec men used to wander

telling lonely farmwives a ribald story for a piece of bread
and an hour or two in their beds

3 Forgetting Green, a film by Linder 
4 paraphrase, adaptation of a sentence from André Gide, les nourritures terrestres
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